URGENT ACTION

Senator Richard Burr (R-NC), the new Chair of the Senate Committee charged with overseeing the CIA, wants to wash the committee's hands and our memories of the spy agency's recent crimes.

National media report that Sen. Burr is seeking to ensure his committee's 6,700-page investigation into the United States' torture program never becomes available to the average citizen.

Burr casts the torture report as a partisan effort to smear the George W. Bush administration. He must not trust the American people to see it the way he does.

His latest efforts aim to undermine the report, and shield it from public scrutiny now and forever.

Tell him Tar Heels won't stand for his shenanigans!

As a hub for aircraft and flight crews that delivered innocent men and children to torture chambers, North Carolinians have a special responsibility to demand accountability.

Take a moment to call or e-mail Sen. Burr today.

Click here to send an email to Senator Burr.

Or call him at:

Winston-Salem
Phone: (800) 685-8916
Phone: (336) 631-5125

Washington, DC
Phone: (202) 224-3154

Here is an example of what you can say or write:

Senator Burr:

I'm disappointed that you have asked the White House to return copies of the Senate Select Intelligence Committee torture report to the Committee.

Clearly, you don't trust your constituents and other Americans to read the report and draw their own conclusions. We deserve to see the entire 6,700-page report. Instead of trying to erase history, you should be holding the officials who ordered the CIA’s torture program accountable. You should also lead an investigation into the infrastructure of torture hosted in our state and the complicity of state and local law enforcement and elected officials in the program.

Respectfully,

Additional details here and here.

North Carolina Stop Torture Now
www.ncstoptorturenow.org